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Worldwide, billions of euros are lost every year due to credit card fraud.
Increasingly, fraud has diversified to different digital channels, including
mobile and online payments, creating new challenges as innovative new
fraud patterns emerge. Hence, it remains challenging to find effective
methods of mitigating fraud. Existing solutions include simple if-then
rules and classical machine learning algorithms. Credit card fraud is by
definition an example-dependent and cost-sensitive classification problem, in which the costs due to misclassification vary between examples
and not only within classes, i.e., misclassifying a fraudulent transaction
may have a financial impact ranging from a few to thousands of euros.
In this paper, we propose an extension to the cost-sensitive decision trees
algorithm, by creating an ensemble of such trees, and combining them
using a stacking approach with a cost-sensitive logistic regression. We
compare our method with standard machine learning algorithms and
state-of-the-art cost-sensitive classification methods using a real credit
card fraud dataset provided by a large European card processing company. The results show that our method achieves savings of up to 73.3%,
more than 2 percentage points more than a single cost-sensitive decision
tree.
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1. Introduction
Classification, in the context of machine learning, deals with the problem of
predicting the class of a set of examples given their features. Traditionally,
classification methods aim to minimize the misclassification of examples, in
which an example is misclassified if the class it predicts is different from
the true class. Such a traditional framework assumes that all misclassification errors carry the same cost. This is not the case in many real-world
applications. Methods that use different misclassification costs are known
as cost-sensitive classifiers.1
Fraud detection has been shown to be a classification problem in which
this traditional cost-insensitive approach is not suitable.2 This is because
incorrectly predicting a legitimate transaction to be fraud makes the financial institution incur several different kinds of administrative costs. On the
other hand, failing to detect a fraudulent transaction may have a financial impact of a few to thousands of euros, depending on the particular
transaction and card holder.3
Some methods have been proposed to deal with these exampledependent costs. Standard solutions consist of re-weighting the training examples based on their costs, either by cost-proportionate rejectionsampling,4 or by cost-proportionate-sampling.1 Recently, we have proposed
different methods that take into account the different example-dependent
costs, in particular: Bayes minimum risk (BM R),2,5 cost-sensitive logistic
regression (CSLR),6 and cost-sensitive decision tree (CSDT ).7
A comparison of the above mentioned methods was perform in,7 the
results showed that the most successful algorithm for detecting credit card
fraud is the CSDT algorithm. This method is based on a new splitting
criteria which is cost-sensitive, used during the tree construction. Then,
after the tree is fully grown, it is pruned by using a cost-based pruning
criteria. The CSDT algorithm only creates one tree in order to make a
classification, however, individual decision trees typically suffer from high
variance.8 A very efficient and simple way to address this flaw is to use
them in the context of ensemble methods.
Ensemble learning is a widely studied topic in the machine learning
community. The main idea behind the ensemble methodology is to combine several individual base classifiers in order to have a classifier that
outperforms each of them.9 Nowadays, ensemble methods are one of the
most popular and well studied machine learning techniques.10 The core
principle in ensemble learning is to induce random permutations into the
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learning procedure in order to produce several different base classifiers from
a single training set, then combining the base classifiers in order to make
the final prediction. Typically these base classifiers are combined using
majority voting.10
In this paper we propose a new method to create an ensemble of
example-dependent cost-sensitive decision trees by combining them using a
cost-sensitive stacking algorithm. The stacking algorithm consists of combining the different base classifiers by learning a second level algorithm on
top of them.11 Following the logic used in,12 our proposed cost-sensitive
stacking consists of learning the second level classifier using a cost-sensitive
logistic regression (CSLR).6 Furthermore, our source code, as used for the
experiments, is publicly available as part of the CostSensitiveClassification a
library.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
expose the downsides of the traditional classification methods on credit card
fraud and present an evaluation method based on savings. In Section 3,
we present the proposed stacking of cost-sensitive decision-trees algorithm.
In Section 4, we describe our experimental setup and present the results of
the experiments. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Credit Card Fraud Detection
Online fraud costs the global economy more than $400 billion, with more
than 800 million personal records stolen in 2013 alone.13 Increasingly, fraud
has diversified to different digital channels, including mobile and online
payments, creating new challenges as innovative fraud patterns emerge.
One of the tools used to identify fraudulent transactions is machine learning.
At its essence, machine learning is the study and creation of algorithms
that learn and make relevant predictions from data. Within machine learning a sub-family of algorithms called classification methods are being used
to distinguish between fraudulent and non fraudulent transactions. The
following are examples of models that have been used in the past in fraud
detection: neural networks,14 Bayesian learning,14 artificial immune systems,15 association rules,16 hybrid models,17 support vector machines,18
peer group analysis,19 online learning,20 discriminant analysis21 and social
network analysis.22 In this section we will talk about how the traditional
evaluation methods for classification methods on credit card detection fail
to take into account monetary costs associated with fraud and fraud deteca https://github.com/albahnsen/CostSensitiveClassification
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tion. Afterwards, we will present an evaluation method that corrects for
this downfall by optimizing for savings rather than raw predictive power.
This correction will serve as a definition for the following machine learning
models in subsequent sections.
2.1. Fraud detection evaluation:
sensitive approach

traditional versus cost-

A credit card fraud detection model is based on a classification algorithm
that attempts to predict class yi of a set S of transactions, given their k
features xi ∈ Rk . The objective is to construct a function f (·) that makes
a prediction ci of the class of each example using its variables xi . Traditionally such systems are evaluated using a standard binary classification
measure, such as misclassification error, receiver operating characteristic
(ROC), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) or F1 Score statistics.20,23,24 However,
these measures may be not the most appropriate evaluation criteria when
evaluating fraud detection models because they seek to minimize the misclassification rate assuming all hits and misses carry the same value. This
assumption does not hold in fraud prevention, since wrongly predicting a
fraudulent transaction as legitimate carries a significantly different financial
cost than in the case of a false positive. Furthermore, the accuracy measure
also assumes that the class distribution among transactions is constant and
balanced,25 and typically the distributions of a fraud detection dataset are
skewed, with a percentage of fraud ranging from 0.005% to 0.5%.15,18
To take into account the costs of fraud detection operation during evaluation, different costs are assigned to the different misclassification errors.
Table 1 is an example matrix representation of the different classification
outcomes with the associated costs. Hand et al.24 proposed a cost matrix,
where in the case of a false positive the associated cost is the administrative cost CF Pi = Ca related to analyzing the transaction and contacting the
card holder. This cost is the same assigned to a true positive CT Pi = Ca ,
because in this case, the card holder will have to be contacted. However,
in the case of a false negative, in which fraud is not detected, the cost is
defined to be one hundred times larger, i.e. CF Ni = 100Ca . This same
approach was also used in.15
Nevertheless, in practice, losses due to a particular fraudulent transaction can vary from a couple to thousands of euros, meaning that assuming
constant cost for false negatives is unrealistic. In order to address this
limitation, we propose a cost matrix that takes into account the actual
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Credit card fraud detection cost matrix

Predicted Positive
ci = 1
Predicted Negative
ci = 0

Actual Positive
yi = 1

Actual Negative
yi = 0

CT Pi = Ca

CF Pi = Ca

CF Ni = Amti

CT Ni = 0

example-dependent financial costs. Our cost matrix defines the cost of a
false negative to be the amount CF Ni = Amti of the transaction i. We argue that this cost matrix is a better representation of the actual cost, since
when a fraud is not detected, the losses of that particular fraud correspond
to the stolen amount. The costs are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Credit card fraud detection model evaluation
Once the different costs have been defined we must incorporate them into
the classification model so it can maximize savings. We first define the cost
given a model f . After, we define a way to measure the savings of the
model f compared to using no model at all. Both of these definitions are
going to be used in further sections.
Let S be a set of N transaction xi , where each transaction is represented by the augmented feature vector x∗i = [xi , CT Pi , CF Pi , CF Ni , CT Ni ]
and labelled using the class label yi . A classifier f which generates the
predicted label ci for each transaction i is trained using the set S. Using
the cost matrix, an example-dependent cost statistic,2 is defined as:
Cost(f (x∗i )) =yi (ci CT Pi + (1 − ci )CF Ni )+
(1 − yi )(ci CF Pi + (1 − ci )CT Ni ),

(1)

leading to a total cost of:
Cost(f (S)) =

N
X

Cost(f (x∗i )).

(2)

i=1

However, the total cost may not be easy to interpret. A better way to
analyze the performance of an algorithm is by using the savings.6 The
savings corresponding to using an algorithm are defined as the cost of the
algorithm versus the cost of using no algorithm at all. To do that, the cost
of the costless class is defined as
Costl (S) = min{Cost(f0 (S)), Cost(f1 (S))},

(3)
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where f0 (S) and f1 (S) are trivial classifiers that predict all examples of S to
be either negatives or positives, respectively. Then, the cost improvement
can be expressed as the cost of savings as compared with Costl (S).
Savings(f (S)) =

Costl (S) − Cost(f (S))
.
Costl (S)

(4)

3. Stacking cost-sensitive decision-trees
In this section, we present our proposed framework for stacking of exampledependent cost-sensitive decision-trees (ECSDT ). The framework is
based on expanding our previous contribution on example-dependent costsensitive decision trees (CSDT ).7 In particular, we create many different
CSDT on random subsamples of the training set, and then we stack them
using a cost-sensitive logistic regression (CSLR).6
The remainder of the section is organized as follows: First, we introduce
the example-dependent cost-sensitive decision tree. Then we show how to
ensemble different example-dependent cost-sensitive decision trees. Finally,
we present our proposed cost-sensitive stacking algorithm.
3.1. Cost-sensitive decision tree (CSDT )
Introducing the cost into the training of a decision tree has been a widely
studied way of making classifiers cost-sensitive.26 However, in most cases,
approaches that have been proposed only deal with the problem when the
cost difference between false positives and false negatives is constant.27–32
In order to take into account the varying costs for the different misclassification errors, in,7 we proposed an example-dependent cost-sensitive decision
tree (CSDT ) algorithm that takes into account the example-dependent
costs during the training and pruning of a tree.
The CSDT method uses a new splitting criteria during the construction
of a decision tree’s construction. In particular, instead of using a traditional
splitting criteria such as Gini, entropy or misclassification, the exampledependent cost, as defined in (1), is calculated for each tree node. Then,
the gain of using each different split is evaluated as the decrease in total
cost.
The cost-based impurity measure compares the costs when all the transactions in a leaf are classified as legitimate and as fraudulent,


Ic (S) = min Cost(f0 (S)), Cost(f1 (S)) .
(5)
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Afterwards, using the cost-based impurity, the gain of using the splitting
rule (xj , lj ), that is the rule of splitting the set S on feature xj on value lj ,
is calculated as:
Gain(xj , lj ) = Ic (S) −

|S l |
|S r |
Ic (S l ) −
Ic (S r ),
|S|
|S|

(6)

where S l = {x∗i |x∗i ∈ S ∧ xji ≤ lj }, S r = {x∗i |x∗i ∈ S ∧ xji > lj }, and | · |
denotes the cardinality. Afterwards, using the cost-based gain measure, a
decision tree is grown until no further splits can be made.
Lastly, after the tree is constructed, it is pruned by using a cost-based
pruning criteria
P Cc = Cost(f (S)) − Cost(f ∗ (S)),

(7)

where f ∗ is the classifier of the tree without the pruned node.
3.2. Ensembles of Cost-Sensitive Decision Trees
The main idea behind the ensemble methodology is to combine several individual classifiers, referred to as base classifiers, in order to have a classifier
that outperforms every one of them.9 The most typical form of an ensemble is made by combining T different base classifiers. Each base classifier
M (Sj ) is trained by applying algorithm M to a random subset Sj of the
training set S. For simplicity we define Mj ≡ M (Sj ) for j = 1, . . . , T , and
M = {Mj }Tj=1 a set of base classifiers. Then, these models are combined
using majority voting to create the ensemble H as follows
fmv (S, M) = arg max

c∈{0,1}

T
X

1c (Mj (S)).

(8)

j=1

Importantly, the base classifiers are typically created by selecting random
subsamples Sj for j = 1, . . . , T , of the training set S. Then, a CSDT
algorithm is evaluated on each one of the partitions. To create the different
random subsamples we used three different methods: bagging,33 pasting34
and random patches.8
The bagging33 method consists in randomly drawn bootstrap subsets
of the original data. Pasting34 is a similar method in which the random
samples are extracted without replacement. Lastly, the random patches algorithm,8 consists of creating base classifiers by randomly drawn bootstrap
subsets of both examples and features.
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3.3. Cost-sensitive stacking
Once different base classifiers are learned, the next step involves combining
them. Typically this is done by majority voting as described in (8). However, majority voting gives the same weight to all the base classifiers, but
our hypothesis is that individual classifiers should have a different weights
according to their performance measured by financial savings. To get there
we use stacking learning.
The stacking algorithm consists in combining the different base classifiers by learning a second level algorithm on top of them.11 In this framework, once the base classifiers are constructed using the training set S,
a new set is constructed where the output of the base classifiers is now
considered as the feature, while keeping the class labels.
Even though there is no restriction on which algorithm can be used as
a second level learner, it is common to use a linear model,10 such as


T
X
βj Mj (S) ,
(9)
fs (S, M, β) = g 
j=1

where β = {βj }Tj=1 , and g(·) is the sign function g(z) = sign(z) in the case
of a linear regression or the sigmoid function, defined as g(z) = 1/(1 + e−z ),
in the case of a logistic regression.
Following the logic used in,12 we propose learning the set of parameters
β using a cost-sensitive logistic regression (CSLR).6 The CSLR algorithm
consists of introducing example-dependent costs into a logistic regression,
by changing the objective function of the model to one that is cost-sensitive.
For the specific case of cost-sensitive stacking, we define the cost function
as:
J(S, M, β) =

N  
X
yi fs (xi , M, β) · (CT Pi − CF Ni ) + CF Ni +
i=1



(1 − yi ) fs (xi , M, β) · (CF Pi − CT Ni ) + CT Ni .

(10)

Then, the parameters β that minimize the logistic cost function are used in
order to combine the different base classifiers. However, as discussed in,6
this cost function is not convex for all possible cost matrices, therefore, we
use genetic algorithms to minimize it.
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This method guarantees that the base classifiers that contribute to a
higher increase in savings have more importance in the ensemble. Furthermore, by learning an additional second-level cost-sensitive method, the
combination is made such that the overall savings measure is maximized.
4. Experiments
In this section, the dataset used for the evaluation of the algorithms is
described. Then the partitioning of the dataset and the algorithms used
for fraud detection are given. Lastly, we present the experimental results.
4.1. Database
For this paper we use a dataset provided by a large European card processing company. The dataset consists of fraudulent and legitimate transactions
made with credit and debit cards between January 2012 and June 2013.
The total dataset contains 750,000 individual transactions, each one with
27 attributes as summarized in Table 2. The database also includes a fraud
label indicating whenever a transaction is identified as fraud. This label
was created internally in the card processing company, and can be regarded
as highly accurate. In the dataset 0.467% of the transactions correspond to
fraud. Moreover, the total financial losses due to fraud are 866,410 euros.
Using the initial attributes we derived additional 260 attributes using
the transaction aggregation methodology.18,35–37 The idea behind the deTable 2.
Attribute name
Date
Account number
Card number
Transaction type
Amount
Merchant ID
Merchant group
Country
Country 2
Type of card
Gender
Age
Bank
Fraud

Database attributes

Description
Date and hour of the transaction
Identification number of the account
Identification number of the card
Type of transaction (Internet, Card present, ATM)
Amount of transaction in euros
Identification of the merchant
Merchant group identification provided by the card processing company
Country where the transaction took place
Country of residence of the card holder
Card brand (Visa debit, Visa Classic, Mastercard ...)
Gender of the card holder
Card holder age
Issuer bank of the card
Whenever the transaction was or not fraud
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rived attributes consists of using a transaction aggregation strategy in order
to capture consumer spending behavior in the recent past. The derivation
of the attributes consists of grouping the transactions made during the last
given number of hours, first by card or account number, then by transaction type, merchant group, country or other, followed by calculating the
number of transactions or the total amount made in those transactions. An
example of a derived attribute is: number of transactions made during the
past 6 hours on the internet by the same individual in the same country.
4.2. Database partitioning
First, the database is partitioned in 3 different sets: training(t), validation
and testing. Each one containing 50%, 25% and 25% of the transactions,
respectively. Afterwards, we perform the cost-proportionate rejectionsampling(r)4 and cost-proportionate over sampling(o)1 procedures. The
rejection-sampling approach consists of selecting a random subset Sr by
randomly selecting examples from S, and accepting each example i with
probability wi / max {wi }, where wi is defined as the expected misclassifi1,...,N

cation error of example i:
wi = yi · CF Ni + (1 − yi ) · CF Pi .

(11)

Lastly, the over-sampling method consists of creating a new set So , by
making wi copies of each example i. However, cost-proportionate oversampling increases the training since |So | >> |S|, and it also may result
in over-fitting.38 Furthermore, none of these methods uses the full cost
matrix, only the misclassification costs.
Table 3, summarizes the different sets. It is important to note that the
sampling procedures were only applied to the training dataset since the
validation and test datasets must reflect the real distribution.
Table 3.

Summary of the datasets

Set
total
Training (t)
Under-Sampling (u)
Cost-Sensitive Rejection-Sampling (r)
Cost-Sensitive Over-Sampling (o)
Validation
Testing

# Examples

% of Positives

Cost

236,735
94,599
2,828
94,522
189,115
70,910
71,226

1.50
1.51
50.42
1.43
1.46
1.53
1.45

895,154
358,078
358,078
357,927
716,006
274,910
262,167
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4.3. Results
For the experiments we first used three classification algorithms, decision
tree (DT ), logistic regression (LR) and random forest (RF ). Using the implementation of Scikit-learn,39 each algorithm is trained using the different
training sets: training (t), under-sampling (u), cost-proportionate rejectionsampling (r)4 and cost-proportionate over-sampling (o).1 Afterwards, we
evaluated the cost-sensitive decision tree (CSDT )7 and cost-sensitive logistic regression (CSLR)6 were also evaluated. Lastly, we calculated the
ensemble of cost-sensitive decision trees algorithms using majority voting
(mv) and cost-sensitive stacking (s), and the following random inducer
methods: bagging (CSB), pasting (CSP ), random forests (CSRF ) and
random patches (CSRP ). Unless otherwise stated, the random selection
of the training set was repeated 50 times, and each time the models were
trained and results collected, this allows us to measure the stability of the
results.
The results are shown in Table 4. Observing the results on the t datasets
are not as good as the ones on the u, this is highly related to the unbalanced
distribution of the legitimate and fraudulent transactions.
In the case of cost-proportionate sampling methods (CP S), specifically
the cost-proportionate rejection sampling (r) and cost-proportionate over
sampling (o), it is observed that these methods do not outperform the algorithms trained on the under-sampled set. This may be related to the
fact that in this database the initial percentage of positives is 1.5% which
is similar to the percentage in the r and o sets. However it is 50.42% in the
u set, which may help explain why this method performs much better as
measured by savings. Moreover, if we see the results of the family of algorithms is the cost-sensitive training, which includes the CSLR and CSDT
techniques. We can observe a significant increase in the performance of the
algorithms. The CSDT significantly outperforms the previous algorithms.
Lastly, we evaluate the proposed ECSDT algorithms. Initial results
show that the bagging algorithm does not improve the results of the CSDT
regardless of the method used for combining the base classifiers. This is
already an indicator of the good overall performance of the CSDT algorithm. It is in the case of the random patches that we see an increase
in performance measured by savings. In particular, we see that by using
CSRP with majority voting there is an increase to 72.2% of savings, and
by using the proposed cost-sensitive stacking, we reach a financial savings
of 73.3%.
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Table 4.
F1Score

Results of the algorithms measured by savings and

Family

Algorithm

Savings

F1Score

CI

DT-t
LR-t
RF-t
DT-u
LR-u
RF-u

0.3176±0.0357
0.0092±0.0002
0.3342±0.0156
0.5239±0.0118
0.1243±0.0387
0.5684±0.0097

0.4458±0.0133
0.1531±0.0045
0.2061±0.0041
0.1502±0.0066
0.0241±0.0163
0.0359±0.0065

CPS

DT-r
LR-r
RF-r
DT-o
LR-o
RF-o

0.3439±0.0453
0.3077±0.0301
0.3812±0.0264
0.3172±0.0274
0.2793±0.0185
0.3612±0.0295

0.4321±0.0086
0.1531±0.0045
0.2171±0.0100
0.4495±0.0063
0.1776±0.0117
0.2129±0.0080

CST

CSLR-t
CSDT-t

0.6113±0.0262
0.7116±0.2557

0.2031±0.0065
0.2522±0.0980

ECSDT
Majority
Voting

CSB-mv-t
CSP-mv-t
CSRP-mv-t

0.7124±0.0162
0.7106±0.0113
0.7220±0.0082

0.2112±0.0125
0.2098±0.0126
0.2691±0.0054

ECSDT
Stacking

CSB-s-t
CSP-s-t
CSRP-s-t

0.7181±0.0109
0.7212±0.0067
0.7336±0.0108

0.2072±0.0103
0.2064±0.0069
0.2735±0.0148

(the model with the highest savings and F1Score are marked as
bold)

5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we proposed a new method for stacking example-dependent
cost-sensitive decision-trees. The proposed method was applied to credit
card fraud detection using a real world database. We have shown experimentally that our method outperforms state-of-the-art classification algorithms and example-dependent cost-sensitive methodologies, when measured by financial savings.
The best results are found when creating and stacking cost-sensitives
decision trees created by sub-sampling the training data using the random
patches algorithm. Furthermore, the random patches algorithm is the one
with the lowest complexity, as each base classifier is learned on a smaller
subset than with bagging or pasting. We also found that the proposed
stacking method provides an additional percentage point in savings compared to using only majority voting to combine the base classifiers.
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Moreover, our results show the importance of using the real exampledependent financial costs associated with credit card fraud detection. In
particular, we found significant differences in the results when evaluating
a model using a traditional cost-insensitive measure such as F1Score, than
when using financial savings.
To improve the results, future research should be focused on developing an example-dependent cost-sensitive boosting approach. For some
applications, boosting methods have proven to outperform the bagging algorithms. Futhermore, the methods covered in this work are all batch,
in the sense that the batch algorithms keeps the system weights constant
while calculating the evaluation measures. However, in fraud detection, the
evolving patterns in fraudster behavior are not captured by using batch
methods. Therefore, there is a need to investigate this problem from an
online-learning perspective.
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